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About This Game

There was Jack,
Just a lumberjack.

But bad times have come -
Big evil rabbits attacked.

They've enslave all of them
And our Jack became a SuperLumberjack!

Chop wood and do it quickly to get more points. Be careful: do not hit the rabbit with an ax. Otherwise you will lose.

History Mode:

Complete all 24 levels. Find out what the rabbits want, and help Jack bring peace back to earth!

Arcade Mode:

Set records, play with friends in "Double Mode", discover new characters and locations.
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Title: Super Lumberjack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
17Studio
Publisher:
17Studio
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650M / Radeon R9 M375 or higher graphics card

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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superdry lumberjack. lumberjack attack super shop. superstep lumberjack. lumberjack superhero. super hipster lumberjack.
superdry lumberjack shirt. lumberjack vs super thor. super lumberjack. super hipster lumberjack speedrun

Pros: It's sorta like a bad version of Risk.

Cons: Magic teleporting fleets can attack any point on the globe, rendering naval tactics nonexistent and a migraine setting in
when the enemy AI gleefully raids every single point in the world with small armies you need to painfully deal with each turn.

No diplomatic AI.

Some ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t where the AI keeps feeding money to unclaimed regions, leading to hilarious moments like
Tibet being literally impossible to conquer. Witness neutral regions fielding armies in the 10,000 unit plus category, shattering
any record held by actual players.

Could have been a fun little game. It very much is not.. Nope, just no... Don't waste your time.. This game has a lot of potential.
It has great visuals accompanied by brilliant sound assets however the character animation is somewhat stiff and unnatural and
the combat is dull and repetitive, I realise this game is unfinished and is being develpoed by an indie team, the game can amount
to a lot but I won't make any assumptions. I do not recommend this game to someone looking for an immediate solid gaming
experience, I do however recommend that you invest in this game if you like the concept of and open-world action rpg, that is
reminiscent of Dark Souls. Something worth mentioning is that I feel as if the game is hard not 'Dark Souls hard' but this game
is unfair, the combat is not fluid and responsive enough to allow you to play the game with the required amount of skill. Having
said that the game is in early access and I am very optimistic about this game.. Not an amazing game,but I love that artstyle and
also the gameplay is quite catchy. From my perspective this game is above average.. Game is a fun shmup. I like the characters
and the story they've got here, and the challenges make it interesting. I recommend it, if you're hankering for a SHMUP..
Riddled with bugs. Unreliable physics. Don't waste your time.
EDIT: As requested by the dev, I'll write down some of the bugs. When hugging a wall, or a similar structure, it's near to
impossible to jump, as if the spacebar/w key were jammed. Then, on one of the levels with the sleeping guy, one that had about
5 boxes or so, I managed to make the game break in 2 different ways. First, I got the dude stuck *inside* one of the boxes, and
just that. I could move him and everything but proved too hard, so I had to restart. After that, I don't exactly remember how, but
I got him stuck, yet again, though this time he and the box just drifted away. like they were made out of paper.
Oh, and on one of the first levels that introduce the second guy (the one you can actually control), if you walk towards a place
where a switch lifts a piece of wall, then let go as the other guy, you get stuck and can't move to the right unltil you restart the
level. And this one is easily reproduced. Hope this clears up some of them.. if u want to fall in love with characters then watch
them all die then this is the game for you (:. Love it !!!!
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+ interesting/fresh game concept.

- No flexibility in gamepads supported.
Another co-op game with a terrible support for DirectInput gamepads made on Unity engine. (Stardust Vanguards, In Space We
Brawl,...).

Supported controllers for Black & White Bushido:
http://www.gallantgames.com/pages/incontrol-supported-controllers
If your gamepad (and 3 of your's friends) is not on that list - then don't expect that gamepad to work. (Again, that list is meant
for this game only.)
This is a link given by a developer  on a forum , of a list of gamepads that should work.
Mine is not there.

But that should be posted on "About This Game" page. Or at least a link to it.
(And not finding it out accidentally when you are wondering why the game ignores your gamepad.)
update: I was able to get my gamepad to work with a x360ce[x360ce.com].

- Not many maps (5).

- Overall little in content:
Versus mode
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=764112665
with 5 maps
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=764112965
and a "challenge mode":
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=764112869
That's the entire game.
If you like local co-op games then you can buy it. (You could also try "Samurai Gunn" instead - it may be better in
some ways).

This game is fun but little in content.. this deserves GOTY status.. works great but i had one problem, i can't use the on-
screen keyboard with it (using a controller) but i can use the on-screen keyboard with the regular mouse. would be awesome if
there is a fix for that.. YOu should definitely get this. I published to it a poor game you should play. Utter pants. Slows down
your computer, only 4 offical wallpapers, the rest have been done by steam users.. This game is absolutely hilarious if you like
soccer and want to have a good laugh and score some insanely stupid goals 10\/10. I mean its not bad because you can play it but
its not completed
theres no animations sound is bad, theres almost no players
but its not bad its just not completed
5/10. A great but simple game. You must pilot a helicopter through enemy fire and rescue soldiers in sometimes hard to reach
places. On its most basic settings the guns are automated and flight is controlled with only 2 buttons. There are currently 25
missions. With 4 hours into the game I have completed everry level at silver or above. I have 6 yet to get gold medals in. I will
be going back to get them. There are also 5 dog tags to collect on each level, but I feel less driven to find all of those. Missions
are short and sweet usually 5 minutes to complete, never more than 10. It makes for a great time waster between chores or when
nagging roomates are nearby. It has been a fun, bug free game, great to waste a few minutes or a whole afternoon.. It's an
excellent game. A fun and difficult platformer. Good music and style. I like it.

But it's incredibly buggy. It's built in JS with an HTML5 engine and I've had no end of game breaking bugs and floor clipping.
Random behaviour. Playing through it on another platform I broke through the floor and it autosaved in an unrecoverable way
and had to delete my save file from near the end of the game. Maddening.

It also does not in any way work in the Steam Link. White screen and crashing.

So the game is good, but it's plagued by technical problems and is no longer supported.
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